Ghostbusters LA vs. The Cult of the Flying Spaghetti Monster
• Handout: news Pasadena Paranormal Press:
◦ Green Brothers' ghosts spotted in the Gamble House.
◦ Local Psychic hired to assist search for World's Largest Meatballs.
◦ Ghostbusters LA may close.
◦ Ruby Steinhurst Psychic Consultant – embrace ghosts, don't bust them.
• Synthetic brick (this brick is made from 100% post consumer waste) with note: "He is coming.
Nothing you can do will stop Him. None can resist the touch of His Noodly Appendage."

GHOSTBUSTERS LA 2
Scene: at Carmine's Fine Italian Cuisine
NPCs: Carmine Bugliosi, owner, Maria Acapella, waitress, Juan Garcia, chef's assistant.
There were a couple hipsters here, but they left, and then a pizza animated, as well as several dishes of
Baked Ziti.
• They don't know who the Hipsters were, but they get Hipsters here often, as they have a 2 star
review in Hipster-Yelp.com.
• They didn't see which whay they went.
News Intervlude: A tractor trailer from Florentyna's Fresh Pasta Factory (1864 E 22nd
LA).Has been stolen – it was full. Two hipsters were seen casing the truck before it was
stolen.
Scene: at Abondanza! Pizzaria (this scene can be skipped for time)
Owner called in with a report of "animated dough."
◦ The ghosts are gone when the players get there.
◦ There were several dishes of lasagna floating.
◦ If the party asks about Hipsters – yes, there were several here before the lasagna started
floating.
Threat Interlude: A note tied to a green synthetic brick (the brick says: "This brick was made from
100% post-consumer waste."
The note says: "He is coming. Nothing you can do will stop Him. None can resist the touch of His
Noodly Appendage. He will bring our nirvana – an Italian restaurant with decent food and no middle
class bourgeoisie customers."
Chase: to Poobah's Used Record Store! (this scene can be skipped for time)
This is a standard chase – the party can chase a hipster on a Vespa. If he evades them, he will head to
Poobah Records, where he will run in, and be lost in a sea of hipsters.
Otherwise he is carrying a flyer for a free spaghetti dinner at an Italian sauce factory in Vernon (if the
party can't catch him, they can find a flyer at Poohab Records).

Scene: Maria's Italiano Authentico
This is a very high end Italian restaurant.
The place looks like a pizza exploded. Two hipsters came in and convinced the owner to try their new
tomato paste ("Super Excellent Tomato Paste" made at a Italian sauce factory in Vernon). There are
several cans there – and they all have really high PK readings.
Scene: at the Tomato Paste Factory
Dozens of hipsters a baked ziti and a flying spaghetti monster.
The FSM is actually in the building – he's already been summoned.
There will be some dark shit here. The hipsters are making their Italian sauce out of indigents. The
inside of the building is an abotoir – piles of heads, blood everywhere. The act of canibalism is needed
to bring the FSM (who is an aspect of some dark god) to Earth.

